
1. In a scene from this work entitled “Trial One,”a lawyer says that “if you see any of those baggy pants it 

was huge Mr. Moscone.” This work is divided into smaller sections called “knee plays,” one of which features 

its protagonist announcing the death of Harvey Milk, and Act 3 of this opera contains the section “I Feel the 

Earth Move,” a reference to the protagonist’s home of (*) San Francisco. While the protagonist of this musical is 

not as committed to nonviolence as the man its composer originally wanted to put at its center, Mahatma Gandhi, 

she authored a 1994 Federal Assault Weapons Ban and has since worked to promote gun control legislation in the 

Senate. For 10 points, name this minimalist opera about the senior female senator from California, by Philip Glass. 

ANSWER: Dianne Feinstein on the Beach 

 

2. This book criticizes Mill and de Tocqueville for “devaluing the consequences of a process they favored for 

the sake of principle,” and its preface quotes Samuel Johnson that “he who makes a beast of himself gets rid 

of the pain of being a man.” The narrator discusses the rise of cultural consumption while he travels in a 650 

Lightning in L.L. Bean shorts and a Butte sheepherder’s jacket, and this work argues that the center of 

debate and discourse has moved to (*) coffee shops, where people meet to consume drugs like LSD and 

mescaline. It was inspired by the author’s attempts to interview the activist Oscar Acosta for Rolling Stone, and it 

was originally published with illustrations from his previous partner on “The Kentucky Derby Is Decadent and 

Depraved.” For 10 points, name this work of “gonzo journalism” by Jurgen Habermas. 

ANSWER: The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere and Loathing in Las Vegas 

 

3. This play begins with a small group of members of 5 company refusing to eat breakfast in solidarity with 

one of their companions. Albertine’s affair with a black chauffeur in this play mirrors larger racial tensions 

caused by a large rise in the black population at its central location, and the death of George Jackson in (*) 

San Quentin State Prison inflames characters in this semi-autobiographical play, whose plot was inspired by the 

author’s lover Dashiell Hammett. This play centers around Carrie and Anna Bernier, who take care of their younger 

brother Julian after he squanders his money and is sent to jail. At the climax of this play, Governor Nelson 

Rockefeller orders state police to storm the house of the Berniers, resulting in at least 43 deaths. For 10 points, name 

this play by Lillian Hellman about a prison uprising in New York. 

ANSWER: Toys in the Attica Prison Riot 

 

4. This work compares its titular figure to Freud’s conception of “das unheimliche,” while it explores other 

surreal themes in a story where a woman enters her maid’s room and eats part of a cockroach. The author 

identifies ten “plagues” of the capital or global system, including economic war, foreign debt, and the arms 

trade, and identified a new activism called the “New International,” which participated in political 

demonstrations against Brazil’s military dictatorship in 1968. This work examines (*) Marcellus and Horatio’s 

interactions with the ghost in Hamlet, and it provides a stream-of-consciousness without time, names, or actions in 

the section Agua Viva. For 10 points, name this work by Jacques Derrida about the Brazilian author of Family Ties, 

The Passion According to G.H., and the Communist Manifesto.  

ANSWER: Clarice Lispectors of Marx 

 

5. A specific type of this reaction is named for Rainer Claisen and J.G. Schmidt, and it is involved in the 

synthesis of dibenzylideneacetone. This reaction has been criticized for “ambushing” Iggy Azalea at a concert 

in Denver, though it has claimed that TMZ blew that meeting out of proportion. This reaction differs from 

Knoevenagel condensations and Perkin reactions in that they are inactive rather than “Radioactive” in the 

presence of (*) Imagine Dragons albums. It was developed by an M.I.T. student and D&D champion who lists M.C. 

Escher as his favorite MC and produces enones and polka melodies, and it is used commercially on the albums 

“Straight Outta Lynwood” and “Alpocalypse.” For 10 points, name this reaction in which an enol or an enolate ion 

reacts with a carbonyl, followed by a dehydration, used in the production of parodies like “White and Nerdy.” 

ANSWER: “Weird” Aldol condensation 

 

6. One figure in this artwork is actually named Blanche, but the artist didn’t find her name interesting 

enough to use for the title. A green vase of white lilies next to another figure in this work indicates her 

pregnancy, while the other figure wears a sash inscribed with the artist’s name and period-appropriate dark 

green (*) bell-bottoms. This work shows its artist’s own interpretation of Hogarth’s The Rake’s Progress, and it 

inspired marble copies by Canova as well as a more disturbing one by Dali. One character in this artwork lounges in 

a chair by a balcony with a large white cat on his lap while the other steps forward in contrapposto. This work 

depicts Celia Birtwell and her husband Ossie shortly after they completed a task set to them by Polydectes to kill the 



sister of Stheno and Euryale. For 10 points, name this work of art depicting a recently-married couple holding the 

head of a gorgon, by Benvenuto Cellini and David Hockney. 

ANSWER: Mr. and Mrs. Clark and Perseus with the Head of Medusa 

 

7. Arnold Toynbee has argued that this condition was caused by the spread of Islamic ideas and philosophy in 

the 7th and 8th centuries, and it has been described as a form of “medieval class struggle.” Corticosteroids 

and long-acting beta agonists are sometimes used to treat this condition, which was ameliorated by (*) 

Theodora wife of Theofilos, and it can be triggered by the policies of Leo V at the Synod of 754. The “hygiene 

hypothesis” claims that this condition is caused by the lack of exposure to pathogens that results from the inability of 

matter to accurately depict divinity. This condition is often thought to be caused by the Biblical ban on “graven 

images,” and it can be exacerbated by air pollution. For 10 points, name this condition in which the sufferer destroys 

their own religious or political symbols and portraits, often treated with an inhaler. 

ANSWER: iconoclasthma 

 

8. Blake Lively was criticized for captioning an Instagram photo with a lyric from this song, whose use in 

treating infections in the Red Army was pioneered by Giorgi Eliava. This song was first transcribed by 

Walter Fiers, and Micreos has used a cover of it called “LISTEX” to treat cheese. The lyric “Becky with the 

good hair” from Beyonce’s Lemonade may be a reference to this song, and Nicki Minaj referenced it with the 

lyric (*) “my anaconda don’t want none unless you’ve got Lipopolysaccharide to serve as anchors on the cell wall 

and begin the lytic cycle, hun.” This song, which appeared on the album Mack Daddy, was used by Alfred Hershey 

and Martha Chase to show that DNA is genetic material. For 10 points, name this song which says “I like big butts 

and I cannot lie,” which often  infects bacteria. 

ANSWER: “Baby got Bacteriophage” 

 

9. In one scene from this opera, a man demands that a woman return his ring and then tramples on it, cursing 

her to a log-linear relationship between complexity and time. The protagonist of this opera claims to have 

seen a ghost killed by a jealous man in the aria “Regnava nel polysilicon,” and Alisa interprets this as a 

warning that the protagonist must give up her love for (*) Edgardo, as current technology is approaching the 

atomic level and this opera’s main theme will no longer be applicable by around 2025. This opera features a famous 

aria for coloratura soprano known as the “mad scene,” which is often misquoted as mentioning 18 months due to a 

comment made by its creator’s colleague at Intel, David House. For 10 points, name this opera based on a Walter 

Scott novel which claims that chip performance will double every two years, by Gaetano Donizetti. 

ANSWER: Lucia di Lammermoore's Law  

 

10. Abiathar was spared from death due to his association with this group, which later met with Sri Sri Ravi 

Shankar in Cuba to discuss peace talks. This group once caused hemorrhoids, a plague of mice, and a plague 

of boils after being placed in the temple of Dagon, and its connection to the IRA was the subject of a House 

Committee on International Relations investigation in 2002. This group’s founders may include Bezalel and 

Oholiab, as well as the (*) Communist leader Manuel Marulanda Velez. Hugo Chavez called for this group to 

disarm in 2008, citing its role as the physical manifestation of God on the Earth. This group known for kidnappings 

like that of Oscar Tulio Lizcano was itself captured by the Philistines, the news of which caused Eli to die in shock 

and inspired the name Ichabod, meaning “The glory has departed Israel.” For 10 points, name this Colombian 

terrorist organization which contained Aaron’s rod and the Ten Commandments. 

ANSWER: FARC of the covenant 

 

11. The music video for this song shows “Captain” Lou Albano playing the singer’s lover, and in an homage 

to A Night at the Opera, the singer reads an essay supporting Fidel Castro. According to studies by Masuda 

and Nisbett, this song may be more popular in the United States than Japan due to the former’s cultural 

focus on individualism. The opening to this song describes the singer’s mother asking her when she’s “going 

to live [her] life right” after she returns home early in the morning, as the mother is (*) blaming her lateness on 

a personality flaw rather than putting it into the context of her night. Although this song was first recorded by Lee 

Ross and Robert Hazard, it is better known for a cover by Cyndi Lauper. For 10 points, name this song which claims 

that young women only desire to overestimate the importance of internal factors on behavior. 

ANSWER: “Girls Just Want to Have Fundamental Attribution Error” 

 



12. Portuguese Nanban ships were the main source of trade for this government, and it later permitted “red 

seal ships” after arguing that the decision in United States v. Rybar was flawed because a law banning 

submachine guns was outside the authority of the Commerce Clause. This government supported a spousal 

notification requirement for abortion in Planned Parenthood v. Casey, although it did end its (*) isolationist 

policy of sakoku later in its rule. After a regime change sanctioned by Bush v. Gore began the Edo period, this 

government was appointed to its highest position following the retirement of Sandra Day O’Connor, replacing the 

previous nominee, Harriet Miers. For 10 points, name this government which ruled Japan between 1603 and 1867 

until the Meiji Restoration, a conservative Italian Supreme Court justice. 

ANSWER: the Samuel Alitokugawa Shogunate 

 

13. A British man on crutches in this film named Tucker is revealed to be an able-bodied American delivery 

boy who has been slandering rival suitors, such as by claiming that a French poet who hid under the central 

woman’s bed to confess his love was actually part of a Huguenot plot. While the titular woman of this film 

became engaged with the (*) Treaty of Greenwich, she is fought over by men like “Woogie,” an old boyfriend, 

while she tries unsuccessfully to arrange a marriage with Don Carlos. The mysterious “Brett” in this film is revealed 

to be football player Brett Favre, whom the title woman dates after the suspicious death of her first husband, Lord 

Darnley. At the end of this film, Ted watches tearfully as the protagonist is put to death at Fotheringay following her 

implication in the Babington Plot against Elizabeth I. For 10 points, name this historical romcom starring Ben Stiller 

and Cameron Diaz about an entrancing Queen of Scotland. 

ANSWER: There's Something About Mary, Queen of Scots  

 

14. The protagonist of this work delivers a message that “he is gone South for the week,” referring to a 

couple’s trip back to their Welsh hometown, where daily “Bible sessions” at the local bar feature former 

members of a squash club like Peter Thomas and Charlie Norris, who have mixed feelings about Alun 

Weaver’s return. A (*) “Contrack” in this work prohibits women or liquor, as one character once burnt and then 

cut up a bedsheet after drinking too much, and on another occasion gave a speech while extremely drunk where he 

accidentally impersonated his department chair. While one character in this story is killed after a girl bites his ear 

and proves him mortal, he is survived by his son, the author of Time’s Arrow. For 10 points, name this Rudyard 

Kipling novella about Daniel Dravot, who attempts to be the author of The Old Devils and Lucky Jim. 

ANSWER: The Man Who Would Be Kingsley Amis 

 

15. This woman almost executed her daughter while she was disguised as a boy named “Fidele,” which she 

did to preserve her love for Posthumus and avoid the scheming Iachimo. In The Fountain, she appears in a 

public fountain brushing her teeth while wearing a bikini, which shocked many viewers due to her treatment 

of the ambassador Caius Lucius. She received critical support for the semi-autobiographical film (*) Tiny 

Furniture, where she played a recent college graduate named Aura who develops a relationship with Keith and 

discovers that Belarius has not killed her sons, Guiderius and Arvirargus. This woman is best known for a show on 

HBO that follows the lives of four young women in New York City, where she plays an aspiring writer named 

Hannah who eventually agrees to pay tribute to Rome. For 10 points, name this creator of the show “Girls,” who 

titles a Shakespearean drama about an ancient King of Britain. 

ANSWER: Cymbelena Dunham 

 

16. This film’s plot is based off of The Human Voice by Jean Cocteau, in which a man reads the girl he loves 

Schiller’s Mary Stuart at a picnic under the guise of teaching her German. One character in this film 

accidentally drinks gazpacho that has been spiked with sleeping pills, which damages her constitution so 

much that she is unable to tend to her doll hospital or play her beloved piano. That woman lives in a “prison-

house of pain” in a poem by her sister, who realizes that she has accidentally been harboring a (**) Shiite 

terrorist cell which hopes to hijack a flight to Stockholm and divert it to Vevy. Lucia is released from a 

mental hospital near the end of this film, while Pepa desperately tries to tell Ivan that she has married Mr. (*) 

Bhaer. For 10 points, name this film directed by Pedro Almodovar about the anxiety-filled life of the March sisters. 

ANSWER: Little Women on the Verge of a Nervous Breakdown  

 

17. One character in this novel writes The Transfiguration of the Commonplace after changing her name to 

Sister Helena of the Transfiguration, which describes how a “twister” or the Generalized Shift Register 

generate random numbers. The eponymous figure of this novel flirts with Edouard Lucas and Ivan 

Mikheevich Pervushin, who also help search for a man who (*) “joyfully” exposed himself by the Water of 



Leith, and defend the title character from Miss Mackay’s opposition. The title character intends Rose to prove the 

Lenstra-Pomerance-Wagstaff conjecture, but the task is instead taken up by Sandy. For 10 points, name this book 

about a teacher who manipulates a group of girls into admiring fascism and primes that are one less than a power of 

two, by Muriel Spark. 

ANSWER: The Mersenne Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 

 

18. The central concept of this school was first proposed by Christian von Ehrenfels, who laid out its main 

tenets in a painting of a massive army with blue mountains and water in the background and white text in a 

gold frame floating at the top. That painting by an artist who also depicted a Dalmatian in the “dog picture” 

shows the blue-clad soldiers of Kurt Koffka and Wolfgang Kohler, who studied under Carl Stumpf, and this 

school also laid out its principles of totality and psychophysical isomorphism in (*) woodcuts for the Triumphs 

of Maximilian and the Nativity of the Virgin. Members of this school included the “Little Masters,” and its key 

principles were multistability, reification, emergence, and invariance. For 10 points, name this Renaissance German 

school of psychology that argued that the whole mind has a reality other than the sum of its parts and which painted 

The Battle of Alexander at Issus. 

ANSWER: Gestaltdorfer 

 

19. One character in this play is offered poisoned wine by Hippolita at a wedding feast, and he thinks he is 

going mad because his glass is empty despite having no recollection of drinking from it. A “superb three-

mast” boat in this play brings Richardetto to Parma to join his niece Philotis, and Soranzo waves to the ship 

without realizing that by doing so, he is inviting the murderous intentions of the protagonist, who is jealous of 

Soranzo’s courting of (*) his sister and kneels on his chest in his sleep. Charlotte Mandell suggests that one word in 

this play’s title may be a portmanteau for the French words “outside” and “there,” and its title is said in full at the 

end of the play by a cardinal who demands that Putana be burnt at the stake for encouraging Annabella’s immoral 

affair. For 10 points, name this play in which which Giovanni’s incestuous relationship with his sister leads to 

nightmares about being haunted by the titular vampire, by John Ford de Maupassant. 

ANSWER: ‘Tis pity she's a horla 

 

20. One verse in this song claims that “this world is mine for the taking” and says “make me king / as we 

move toward a / transcendental empiricism / a normal life is borin but super stardom’s close to post 

mortem.” It explores the title figure’s struggle to understand the nature of reality while balancing being a 

“father and a prima donna,” and concludes that “success is my only motherfucking option” due to the 

regimentation of (**) “desiring-production” in modern capitalism. This song’s chorus of “you better never let 

it go / you only get one shot” refers to its subject’s analysis of repetition versus generality in the book (*) 

Difference and Repetition, while early descriptions of “vomit on his sweater already, mom’s spaghetti” juxtaposes 

disgust and the mother in a reference to the subject’s most famous work, which argues that the Oedipal complex 

must be re-examined through the lens of familial colonization and repression. For 10 points, name this rap song 

about the philosopher who collaborated with Felix Guattari on Capitalism and Schizophrenia: Anti-Oedipus, by 

Eminem. 

ANSWER: “Deleuze Yourself” 

 

21. The initial release of this language contained 32 statements, including substance-accident distinctions and 

three-way arithmetic IF statements. It was based on work done in Corinthians 10:11, and the “Astronomy vs. 

Gastroenterology” debate centering around the usage of asterisks versus colons was resolved at the Fourth 

Lateran Council and the Council of Trent. This language was originally met with skepticism, and Martin 

Luther argued in “On the Babylonian Captivity of the Church” that it would never successfully replace (*) 

hand-coding. While this language is seen as old-fashioned despite recently released revisions like its “2008” 

standard, it is still used by the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches, while the Protestant Church has replaced it 

with sacramental union. For 10 points, name this early programming language developed by John Backus at IBM, 

which can be used to turn the bread and wine of the Eucharist into the literal body and blood of Christ.  

ANSWER: Fortransubstantiation 

 

22. This book describes the author’s time at Punahou School, where he proposed the “phenomenon of 

condensation,” arguing that a single image or symbol may hold multiple meanings. The author of this book 

suggested to Wilhelm Fliess that posterity would erect a marble tablet to honor where it was first written, and 

it describes encounters with Dr. M and Anna O at (*) Occidental College. The Oedipal complex was first 



described in this book, in which the author discusses his complex relationship with his namesake and how it led him 

to visit Kenya before enrolling in Harvard Law School. The author worked as a community organizer on Chicago’s 

South Side, where he developed the theory that the titular entities are a form of wish fulfillment. For ten points, 

name this psychoanalytic memoir by Barack Obama. 

ANSWER: On the Interpretation of Dreams From my Father  

 

23. This work, written at the Villa Senar, was first performed by the Philadelphia Orchestra, conducted by 

Roy Thomas Baker, at the Lyric Night at the Opera House. Though it’s not the Eroica, this piece unusually 

begins with a variation before the main theme, and its lyrics may have be inspired by Turiddo’s aria from 

Cavalleria rusticana, “Mamma, appena ucciso un uomo.” The piano plays the Dies Irae accompanied by the 

orchestra which plays the opening motif a (*) little high, little low, and the final variation in this piece has such a 

difficult piano part that its composer had a drink before performing it at the premiere, leading to it being called the 

“Creme de Menthe Fandango.” Drums and timpani in this piece imitate thunder and lightning in a section dedicated 

to Galileo which uses leitmotifs from the Marriage of Figaro. It is primarily based, however, on the 24th violin 

caprice by the composer of “Don’t Stop Me Now” and “We Will Rock You.” For 10 points, name this piece for solo 

piano and orchestra by Sergei Rachmaninoff, the lead singer of Queen. 

ANSWER: “Bohemian Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini”  

 

24. This deity is invoked in the Cutthroat Kitchen episode “Tso Good” by contestant Matthew Grunwald 

after serving carrot cake topped with bacon, leading the judge to comment that she doesn’t need the 

reference to be explained because she has a twelve year old with a deep connection to Akamara. This deity 

inspired the Johann Strauss waltz “Man lebt nur einmal,” which depicts this deity breathing life into men 

created after another god (*) climbed down to the earth on a golden chain with a snail’s shell of sand, a hen, a 

black cat, and a pine nut. He is served by Obatala and Eshu, and he titled a planned mixtape by Drake and Rick 

Ross. This deity originally created men to be immortal, but after the world filled up with old people he was begged 

to create death and let humans only live once. For 10 points, name this hashtag-friendly chief god of the Yoruba 

pantheon. 

ANSWER: #yolodumare [or yolorun] 

 

25. The top left of this painting shows a gap through trees and boulders through which a rocky shoreline is 

visible, and it depicts the events of Laylat al-Qadr. An angel on the bottom right is pointing toward the infant 

Yahya ibn Zakariya, and is wearing alternately a red or blue cape depending on the version, one being found 

in the Louvre and the other in the National Gallery of Mecca. The central figure of this painting wears a blue 

and gold dress and reaches her hand toward a child who holds (*) three dates in reference to the iftar of 

Muhammad after the Quran was revealed to him. This painting commissioned for the altarpiece of the Chapel of the 

Immaculate Conception was completed on Eid al-Fitr. For 10 points, name this painting depicting the Virgin Mary 

participating in an Islamic month of fasting, by Leonardo da Vinci. 

ANSWER: Ramadonna of the Rocks 

 

26. The protagonist of this book mistakenly believes that a priest in a confessional booth is actually God, and 

says “I am sorry” before rushing out of the church in tears. Her central group of friends is known as the Four 

PTS’s, who complain that their parents are restricting their allowances and discuss their periods, bras, and 

the practice of (*) moetolo, or “sleep-crawling.” The protagonist’s best friend, Nancy Benedict, encourages her to 

study female-dominant cultures in the Tchambuli Lake region of Papua New Guinea, and dates Nancy’s friend 

Edward Sapir before falling in love while playing “Two Minutes in the Closet” with Gregory Bateson. This book 

has been challenged for “anti-Christian” themes and its overly loose view of sexual norms by Derek Freeman. For 

10 points, name this young adult novel about a girl who grows up to study the sexual development of young women 

in Samoa, by Judy Blume. 

ANSWER: Are You There, God? It's Me, Margaret Mead 

 

27. This book claims that it is a “moral prejudice” that truth is worth more than appearances, arguing that 

the abolition of appearances would render useless matching 500-count sheet sets and semi-sheer shower 

curtains. This book mockingly calls Kant “the great Wedgwood Chinaman of Koningsberg” and criticizes 

philosophers for dogmatism while praising “bpa-free spirits” like himself in sections like “On the Prejudices 

of Philosophers” and “From High Mountains.” It claims that religion has been connected to the three 

dangerous “dietary prescriptions” of solitude, fasting, and sexual abstinence, and advertises a broad 



collection of silverware and cooking utensils as well as (*) comforters and duvets. For 10 points, name this 

polemic book which criticizes traditional morality in favor of the will to power and big-box stores that sell 

everything from pillows to soap dispensers, by Friedrich Nietzsche.  

ANSWER: Bed Bath and Beyond Good and Evil 

 

28. The protagonist of this film calls Algernon Charles Swinburne “an inveterate pram-stopper and patter 

and kisser,” and he flirts with Angelique, a vision of the angel of death. That protagonist takes a daily dose of 

Vivaldi, Visine, Alka-Seltzer, Dexedrine, and sex to deal with traumatic experiences from his time serving 

with the Royal Welch Fusiliers. His girlfriend Katie Jagger and his ex-wife Laura Riding try unsuccessfully 

to convince the protagonist to stop putting himself under so much stress, and at the end of the film 

progressively wild and hallucinatory dream sequences during his open heart surgery reference scenes from 

the film he has been editing while simultaneously producing a Broadway musical (**), I, Claudius. Siegfried 

Sassoon complained about his portrayal in this film, which was based off of the director’s experiences editing 

Lenny on the Western Front. For 10 points, name this semi-autobiographical film about the director’s service 

in WWI that takes its title from a song from his musical (*) Chicago, By Robert “Bob” Fosse-Graves. 

ANSWER: Goodbye to All That Jazz 

 

29. The end of this film asks one protagonist’s love interest where she is now, asking her to get in touch with 

him if she sees this film. The other protagonist of this film is startled by advances from older women when , 

Valentin takes her to a gay bar, and after taking mescaline she and another woman drive out to a tomato field 

during a thunderstorm, eventually ending up at an air force base. Near the end of this film, (**) Adele attends 

her former lover’s art exhibition and sees a nude painting done of her when they were still together, although 

that lover is now happily married to (*) Lilly. This film shocked viewers at Cannes with its long, graphic sex 

scenes, including an orgy where Moko’s complaints about about being bored lead the participants to rub food over 

each other. The title of this film refers to a broken shard of glass found by Ryu, which reminds him of the startling 

color of Emma’s hair. For 10 points, name this controversial lesbian film based on a graphic novel by Julie Maroh, 

directed by Ryu Murakami. 

ANSWER: Almost Transparent Blue is the Warmest Color  

 

30. One character from this play claims that fiction means that “the good ended happily, and the bad have 

their associates win Nobel Prizes for discovering neutrons based on theories they wrote.” James Chadwick 

lies about the availability of cucumbers at the market in this play, where the protagonist is told that “to lose 

one (*) alpha particle is unfortunate but to lose an entire stream of them looks like carelessness.” One character in 

this play coins the phrases “Bunburying” and “gamma ray,” and it is revealed that he is actually the brother of 

Algernon Bohr. For 10 points, name this play in which both Cecily Cardew and Gwendolen Fairfax can only love 

men who share a name with a certain nuclear physicist, by Oscar Wilde. 

ANSWER: The Importance of Being Ernest Rutherford  

 

31. “Watch-n-sniff” cards were released with the second season of this show, which allowed viewers to smell 

specific scents while watching nonempty sets of subsets of a given set X closed under the set operations of 

union, intersection, and complement relative to X. This show’s pilot was named “This is My Crazy 

Mathemataical Analysis of Logic,” although its full cast was not introduced until the episode “Big Girls Write 

An Investigation of the Laws of Thought.” June Shannon has been criticized for giving her daughter (*) “IF-

AND-OR” juice, a mixture of Red Bull and Mountain Juice, to energize her before pageants, and she responded to 

criticism with “I could be giving her alcohol.” For 10 points, name this cancelled TLC spin-off of Toddlers and 

Tiaras about Alana Thompson, who only has binary truth values of true and false. 

ANSWER: Here Comes Honey Boo Boolean Algebra 

 

32. This company was the first to introduce the Cash Management Account, which let customers put all their 

cash in a money market mutual fund and access “Books of Number” named Mirabell. In 2008, CEO John 

Thain sent out a press release stating “These days, which lie yourself / seem empty and effaced / will buy back 

all auction-rate securities from customers with less than $100 million in deposit,” and admitted to being 

German rather than French in an interview where he solved (*) jigsaw puzzles. Following crashes in the value 

of its CDO-based portfolio, fears of insolvency drove this company and its partner David Jackson to try and hear 

“Voices from the Other World” using an ouija board. For 10 points, name this wealth management company which 

wrote The Changing Light at Sandover and Lost in Translation before being acquired by Bank of America in 2008. 



ANSWER: James Merrill Lynch 

 

33. In one scene in this show, Caesar seduces, then captures and crucifies the protagonist of this show, who 

Callisto brings back to life through the mystic Helenus. In a scene that mirrors the sacrifice of Iphigenia, the 

Greeks believe that the protagonist of this show must be sacrificed to the warlord Darphus to ensure safe 

passage home. Gabrielle and Deiphobus fight alongside the protagonist, who leads to the death of (*) Achilles 

when her chakram is thrown into his heel. In the episode “The Trojan Women,” Andromache describes the 

protagonist’s death to the despairing Hecuba, who is heartbroken over the loss of her youngest daughter. For 10 

points, name this spin-off of Hercules: The Legendary Journeys where Lucy Lawless plays a combative Trojan. 

ANSWER: Polyxena: Warrior Princess 

 

34. The bottom of the word “BILL” in large red letters can be seen in the top left of this painting, referencing 

its subject’s contribution to the National Insurance Act of 1954, which she did as Minister of Labour and a 

member of the Knesset. This painting was part of an anti-terrorist campaign authorized by its subject called 

Operation Wrath of God, and the word (*)“CARLO” can be seen in the background in reference to the poet 

William Carlos Williams. Williams’ poem The Great Yom Kippur War provides the title for this painting, and it 

describes a fire engine on a rainy night in the streets of Tel Aviv. For 10 points, name this painting by Charles 

DeMuth which uses a former prime minister of Israel to depict a certain number. 

ANSWER: I saw the Figure 5 in Golda Meir 

 

35. A secret government agency in this game known only as “United Liberty Paper,” forces the protagonist to 

go after Darko Brevik, who betrayed the protagonist along with Thankmar and Conrad of Lotharingia. In 

another game in this series, the player is a bodyguard to Anthony “Gay Tony” Prince, who is placed in 

danger along with (*) Pope John XII. The “Hot Coffee” mod for this game was discovered as part of its unused 

source code, and it controversially allows the player to have sex with their girlfriend Adelaide. Jack Thompson was 

disbarred after several attempts to sue this game series, with courts dismissing his claim that this game had caused 

Devin Moore to shoot a cop due to its graphic depictions of the Battle of Lechfeld. For 10 points, name this open 

world video game series from Rockstar North that allows the player to steal cars as the first Holy Roman Emperor. 

ANSWER: Grand Theft Otto the Great 

 

36. John Maynard Keynes responded to this instruction by saying that he was in “deeply moved agreement,” 

but did not think that it was of practical use because of the presence of dangerous animals like Kalidahs. It is 

first said to teach a girl how to increase veneration for the state and the admiration of power, in an attempt to 

make the home of Jinjur and H.M. Woggle-Bug more like Germany. This phrase serves as a guiding point for 

a man who accidentally chopped off the (*) capitalism of a democratic society that seeks equality through liberty, 

and he and his companions become distracted by a field of poppies which tempt them away from centralized 

planning and market constraints. For 10 points, name this command which tells the listener how to reach the 

Emerald City and learn how National Socialism had its roots in Socialism, said by Friedrich von Hayek. 

ANSWER: “Follow the Yellow-Brick-Road to Serfdom” 

 

37. When the protagonist of this work thinks of his lover for the first time in years, his response is “What! Is 

XBP1 still there?” The “curse” on the protagonist’s family ends when Groby Glycoprotein tree is cut down, 

and that protagonist is almost court-martialed for striking a superior officer who ran into his cisternae 

unannounced. The author of this series said that he regretted writing the last novel, The Last COPI, as the 

previous novel, A Man Could KDEL, ended with the central lovers dancing and embracing for the first time, 

although everyone else assumed that they had already completed translation. This series describes the protagonist’s 

struggles fighting in WWI and his rough and smooth relationships with his wife Sylvia and his love Valentine. For 

10 points, name this tetralogy about Christopher Tietjens’ production of proteins, by Ford Madox Ford. 

ANSWER: Parade's Endoplasmic Reticulum 

 

38. Joyous major chords in this piece always come after painful minor ones, and when performed without 

repeats, the past remains the past. Parts of this song portray the sound of the night as “a clock chiming,” in a 

section that references the Mirabeau Bridge. This piece in C major is a (**) transposition of the second part 

of an older work in D major, written for trumpet, timpani, oboe, and strings, and Henri Rousseau painted 

Marie Laurencin playing it in The Muse Inspiring the Poet. Unlike the piece on which it is based, this piece 

shifts the part for the first violins down so that it can be performed (*) entirely on Calligrammes in the shape of 



the Eiffel Tower or birds, and is frequently performed with Alcools. For 10 points, name this poetic French 

arrangement by August Wilhelmj of the second movement of Bach’s Orchestral Suite No. 3. 

ANSWER: Apollinaire on the G String 

 

39. In one film, this actor threatens his best friend that he’ll kill him if he’s still coming over to his house to 

watch Patriots games in 20 years, saying that the best part of his day is the ten seconds he thinks that “like 

the fool, the wise man too must die.” This actor was widely panned for his performance as a gangster who 

tries to kidnap Starkman’s mentally challenged younger brother by promising to take him “to the 

Baywatch,” with critics complaining that (*) “what has been done will be done again; there is nothing new under 

the sun.” This star of Gigli and former lover of JLo has a last name deriving from a word meaning “teacher,” and 

Guy Montag is tasked with memorizing lines from his films in Fahrenheit 451. For 10 points, name this actor and 

director nicknamed Koheleth who said “To every thing there is a season, and a time to every purpose under the 

heaven” as Batman in Batman v. Superman. 

ANSWER: Ben Afflecclesiastes 

 

40. One shot in this film nicknamed “the perfect tomato” sees Jess, played by Carrie Fisher, standing on a 

picnic table with only a tomato in focus. The protagonists of this film repeatedly run into each other on a 

plane, in a bookstore, and in the Deep South, and they argue about whether or not men and women can just 

be friends. This film saw controversy over alleged (**) pedophilia in its depictions of naked children, although 

it was argued that the nudity was non-sexual and that the only complaints the children had had were Emmett 

refusing to allow a scene of him with socks on his hands and a shot of Virginia urinating at (*) Katz’s 

delicatessen. That shot took place during a scene where Meg Ryan’s faked ecstasy while smoking a candy cigarette 

causes an old woman to say, “I’ll have what she’s having.” For 10 points, name this romantic comedy by the 

director of The Princess Bride, At Twelve: Portraits of Young Women, and Immediate Family, Rob Reiner.   

ANSWER: When Harry Met Sally Mann 

 

41. This scientist’s Master’s thesis was about searching for “non-Hubble flow” that would indicate the 

possibility of a bulk rotation in Cameliard. The second woman to receive the Gold Medal of London’s Royal 

Astronomical Society after Chretien Herschel, her work was influential in developing Gerard de Galehaut’s 

theory of a “Local supercluster.” After being kidnapped by Meleagant, she went on to complete her PhD at 

Georgetown under George Gamow, and wrote her thesis about the clumping (*) of galaxies; Along with 

Lancelot Ford, she discovered an eponymous “effect,” a dipole anisotropy in a sample of ScI galaxies, and while at 

Camelot University she discovered a discrepancy between the predicted and observed angular motion of galaxies 

that implied that they were much more massive than previously thought. For 10 points, name this astronomer who 

inspired the theory of dark matter with her work on galaxy rotation curves, which she did while ruling over Camelot 

as King Arthur’s wife. 

ANSWER: Guinevera Rubin 

 

42. This speech was originally meant to be delivered at the end of a debate along with one by Benjamin 

Tillman, but at the speaker’s request Tillman instead opened the debate with a speech criticized for its 

sectionalism. It compared the central issue to the Civil War with phrases like “prime number against prime 

number, father against son.” This speech mocked current president Hardy-Littlewood, who had failed to gain 

support from the (*) party’s delegates. Lev Schnirelmann and Olivier Ramaré provided evidence supporting this 

speech’s free-silver stance, and a “weak” version of this speech given by Harald Helfgott is also known as the “3-

primes speech.” For 10 points, name this speech given at the 1896 Democratic National Convention by William 

Jennings Bryan which concludes, “you shall not crucify mankind upon the unproven statement that every even 

integer greater than 2 can be expressed as the sum of two primes.” 

ANSWER: “Cross of Goldbach’s Conjecture” 

 

43. The “clean” version of one song by this artist contains the lines “To the honeys gettin’ money playin 

nucleotide exchange factors like dummies,” as well as the line “I love it when you call me big pathway.” He 

collaborated with Alfred Gilman and Martin Rodbell on songs like “You Can’t Stop the Reign” and “Mo 

Monomeric Alpha Subunits of Heterotrimeric Proteins Mo (*) Problems.” Two weeks after this musician was 

killed in an unsolved drive-by shooting in 1997, Bad Boy Records released his album “Life after Signal 

Transduction.” That album contains the songs “Kick in the Door” and “Ligand Kiss Goodnight,” which contains 

veiled insults toward Tupac Shakur, who he fought with as part of the East Coast - Ras Coast hip hop feud. For 10 



points, name this artist born Christopher Wallace who acts as a molecular switch through his ability to bind to GTP, 

better known as Biggie Smalls. 

ANSWER: Notorious B.I.G protein [or Notorious B.I.G. protein-coupled receptor] 

 

44. This work describes a bank teller and social activist named Linda in an anecdote about how the author 

was unable to give away a pair of her husband’s shoes. In another section, it claims that we evaluate past 

experiences based on maximum pain or pleasure rather than duration, using the example of the Walter 

Savage Landor poem “Rose Aylmer.” This book discusses how our two conscious and subconscious types of 

(**) mental processing can become deranged through grief, and this author had previously reproduced the 

medical report on her own nervous breakdown in an essay named for a (*) Beatles album. The author of this 

work had previously described how people use heuristics to evaluate risk based on observations in the Haight-

Ashbury district of San Francisco; that description of prospect theory in Slouching Toward Bethlehem won her the 

2002 Nobel Prize in Economics. The title of this book refers to the fallacy that hoping for something enough will 

make it come true, a cognitive bias that the author identified along with Amos Tversky. For 10 points, name this 

book by Joan Didion about the death of her husband, Daniel Kahneman. 

ANSWER: The Year of Magical Thinking, Fast and Slow 

 

45. A wizened old man in this painting hunches over the titular actor, his expression indicating that he’s so 

tight, if you stuck a lump of coal up his ass, in 2 weeks it would turn into a diamond. The right of this painting 

shows an elderly baboon gesturing toward the title figure with his staff, accompanied by the first pope, who 

the titular actor played in the 2005 remake of (*) The Producers. Critics are divided as to which man in this 

picture is actually the eponymous actor, as he could be either the young man slouched over at the end of the table or 

the bearded man pointing at himself to indicate that he feels unready to take control of Pride Rock. This painting 

appears in a series along with ones about its subject’s “inspiration,” which depicts a character played by him 

watching a vision of his father Mufasa, as well as one about his “martyrdom.” For 10 points, name this painting by 

Caravaggio in which Jesus reaches out to the star of Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. 

ANSWER: The Calling of St. Matthew Broderick 

 

46. One character in this work bets Lavater $500 on whether or not a runaway slave will be caught outside 

Tennie’s hut. Along with that story, “On Religious Power,” this book features a story where the main 

character of this work is asked if he’s “forgotten … anything [he] even knew” about love after giving her an 

envelope full of money and telling her that (**) Roth has gone away; that character was horrified to learn 

that his grandfather Carothers had had an incestuous relationship with his mixed-race daughter and slave 

Tomey which produced Turl, and gives up his inheritance in favor of his cousin, Cass (*) Lessing. One 

character in this novel inspired the protagonist of Nathan the Wise; that character is a half-Black, half-Indian slave 

named Sam Fathers who takes Isaac McCaslin to see a “phantom” buck and helps him hunt Old Ben. For 10 points, 

name this collection of short stories by William Faulkner including “The Bear” and “Delta Autumn,” about a Jewish 

philosopher who translated the Pentateuch into German. 

ANSWER: Go Down, Moses Mendelssohn 

 

47. One character in this film joyfully yells out “Toaster strudels!” leading to a rebuke from his bespectacled 

older brother, voiced by Matthew Gray Gubler, that he should be studying Scripture to gain knowledge of 

God rather than thinking about food. The protagonists of this film meet at JETT records, where the 

eponymous character’s songwriting has been insulted by Michael Servetus. (*) David Cross plays the villain of 

this film, an unscrupulous music producer who forces three of the protagonists to perform to exhaustion under the 

claim that only the elect are predestined to go to Heaven. While the titular character of this film initially means to 

throw the other protagonists out of his house, their rendition of “Funkytown” convinces him to keep them and write 

the song The Institutes of the Christian Religion, which becomes a hit despite its strict Protestantism and squeaky 

register. For 10 points, name this film about a Reformation theologian who adopts a trio of singing rodents in 

Geneva. 

ANSWER: John Calvin and the Chipmunks 

 

48. For values that do not include the knees or the midsection, the constant elasticity of substitution function 

corresponds to this function when gamma = 0, and its other forms include the Pak Chador and the gulf-style, 

or “full” version. William Barnett of the Austrian School of Economics has criticized this function on the 

basis of dimensional analysis, and scholars are divided as to whether it is (*) fard, mustahabb, or urf. The usage 



of this function has been banned in France, while Rezah Shah banned it in 1936 in an attempt at modernization, as it 

is the oldest aggregate production function. When alpha and beta sum to one, this function has constant returns to 

veil. For 10 points, name this production function of the form Y = AK to the alpha times L one minus alpha, which 

covers the face as part of the hijab.  

ANSWER: Niqab-Douglas production function [prompt on “Burqab-Douglas  

 

49. Dark planes can be seen at the top left of this work above soldiers in gas masks, while a girl’s tears upon 

watching the sunset in another part are often mistaken for love until the arrival of Prince N. A headless 

marble statue sits in front of another group of soldiers on the right side of this work, while a white screen 

showing a skull on its left refers to the central figure’s impending death within (*) two weeks. The re-created 

version of this work in the Palacio de Bellas Artes in Mexico City depicts Lizaveta drinking with John D. 

Rockefeller with a dish of syphilis bacteria over their heads, and is named for the central figure as “controller of the 

Universe.” This mural was originally intended to be in between The Frontier of Ethical Evolution and The Frontier 

of Chulkaturin, but was destroyed due to perceived anti-capitalist messages. For 10 points, name this mural based on 

an Ivan Turgenev novella about a useless man, by Diego Rivera. 

ANSWER: Diary of a Superfluous Man at the Crossroads 

 

50. In one scene from this novel, the protagonist’s lover gives her as a birthday present a charm bracelet 

representing all their “firsts,” including a vertical Phillips curve and an ice cream cone. The end of this novel 

reveals that the protagonists eventually have two children, Teddy and Phoebe, and have managed to maintain 

their luxury lifestyle due to smoothing consumption according to the (*) permanent income hypothesis. Jack 

Hyde wants revenge for losing his job due to rising stagflation in this novel, and the female protagonist is jealous of 

Elena Lincoln for taking her fiancé’s virginity and introducing him to the free-market lifestyle. This novel, in which 

Anastasia Stiegler finally marries the titular Chicago school economist, is a sequel to Fiscal Policy Shades Darker. 

For 10 points, name this final novel in the “Fifty Shades” trilogy about the author of Capitalism and Freedom. 

ANSWER: Fifty Shades Friedman 

 

51. A small, thin, double-headed arrow can be seen drawn on a wall on the left side of this painting that is the 

same length as the flagpole for a narrow red flag in the middle background. The artist’s interest in Charlie 

Nash’s theory of the eternal recurrence led to a style described as “metaphysical” by Akira Yasuda, and this 

painting characteristically distorts space by creating two vanishing points, each indicated by a row of (*) 

arches. A train car is lit by an impossible light source in this painting, and inside can be seen a character called 

Balrog which was modelled on Mike Tyson. Only two figures appear in this painting: the shadow of what appears to 

be a statue of Ken, and the silhouette of Ryu running with a children’s toy. For 10 points, name this painting of a 

Capcom character rolling a hoop, by Giorgio di Chirico. 

ANSWER: Mystery and Melancholy of a Street Fighter 

 

52. The protagonist of this book visits two “fearful sites” that he regards with guilt, one of which is a set of 

marble stairs. During a meeting of the Golden Fleece Debating Society of Osnabrook, Brinker puts the 

protagonist on “trial”; the chief witness in that trial is Fabio Chigi, who goes insane after fighting in the siege 

of Prague. This book was challenged in one New York School District for being a “filthy, trashy, Calvinist sex 

novel” despite featuring no sexual activity, perhaps because of the (*) homoerotic tensions at the central all-boys 

boarding school, Devon. In the central scene of this book, Gene’s jealousy toward his best friend leads him to make 

Finny fall out of a tree and break his leg; Finny later dies during an operation to fix his leg conducted by Dr. 

Mazarin. For 10 points, name this coming-of-age novel by John Knowles about the end of the Thirty Years’ War. 

ANSWER: A Separate Peace of Westphalia 

 

53. This song appears at the end of the film Ella Enchanted, where it is covered by Jesse McCartney and Anne 

Gaunt. One lyric in this song says, “you take the weight off of me” before saying “Honey, when you extend 

me with the cluster operator / I gave you my key.” The singers claim that “nobody told us” because “nobody 

showed us there’s an alternative to the (*) Thomas Fermi model,” and that “nobody knows it,” but “when I was 

solving the energy equation to get a self-consistent field,” “I was your clown.” The title request of this song is met 

with the reply, “I couldn’t if I tried,” referring to the fact that neither density functional theory nor modern valence 

bond methods have fully displaced its title method. For 10 points, name this duet by Elton John and Kiki Dee asking 

the listener not to shatter their “self-consistent” method for calculating the wavefunction of a many-body system. 

ANSWER: “Don’t Go Breaking My Hartree-Fock Approximation” [or “Don’t … Method”] 



 

54. A posthumous work by this thinker attacked V. Kensington’s usage of “sense-data” in The Foundations of 

Empirical Knowledge, arguing that she was failing to note the complex ways in which people use words like 

“real.” In the introduction to Ideology, Terry Eagleton uses this thinker’s main theoretical framework to 

examine Basil Exposition’s description of ideology as that which expresses a will rather than describing a 

reality. After regaining his (*) “mojo” and being appointed Professor of Moral Philosophy at Oxford, this thinker 

was forced to fight off an army of fembots by doing a strip tease that makes their heads explode. In his most famous 

work, he distinguished between “constative,” descriptive utterances like “Groovy, baby!” and “performative” ones 

like making a promise to get sharks with “frickin’ laser beams” attached to their heads. For 10 points, name this 

“international man of mystery,” a British philosopher who wrote How to Do Things With Words. 

ANSWER: John Langshaw Austin Powers 

 

55. This work claims that “form excludes content,” and its own form ends with a tarantella in order to 

portray desperation. This work, which has extreme shifts between fortissimo and pianissimo, points out that 

the first fifteen presidents would have been easily recognizable by their writings rather than their 

appearance, while the syncopated, more frenetic nature of today’s society makes the opposite true. This book, 

reworked from an earlier (*) lied by its author for voice and piano, uses that song’s theme as a basis for five 

variations in its Andante con moto second movement, which decries the “talking hairdos” of modern news media. It 

claims that “the medium is the metaphor,” drawing from Marshall McLuhan and Matthias Claudius. For 10 points, 

name this book for string quartet that claims that television is modern society’s “soma,” by Neil Schubert. 

ANSWER: Amusing Ourselves to Death and the Maiden 

 

56. This work begins with the protagonist hearing a rumor on the street that the fire in his heart is out, 

started by his brother-in-law and Illo. The original frontispiece for this work shows a picture of a hand 

holding a picture frame through which can be seen a gaunt woman, perhaps in reference to the protagonist’s 

daughter, Thekla, who dies of grief after all the roads she has to walk are winding and all the lights that lead 

her there are blinding on her way to the grave of her lover, Max (*) Piccolomini, who isn’t gonna be the one 

that saves the eponymous protagonist due to loyalty to his father Octavio. This trilogy, containing plays about its 

subject’s “Camp” and “Death” reaches its climax on the day that’s gonna be the day that the Holy Roman Emperor 

throws it back to the titular prince for perceived treason. For 10 points, name this trilogy of plays about a Bohemian 

general by Friedrich Schiller, the lead singer of Oasis, which is popular with amateur guitarists everywhere. 

ANSWER: Wonderwallenstein [accept “anyway, here’s Wonderwallenstein”] 

 

57. The New York Times described one of this artist’s designs as “a comforting reminder of the civilizing 

function of navigation rights on the Mississippi River in a barbaric age,” perhaps because it allayed fears of a 

US-British alliance. That building by this architect includes wall insulation made with denim and a green roof 

inspired by the nearby Nob and (*) Chattahoochee Hills. With Richard Pinckney and Gianfranco Manuel de 

Godoy, he designed a building which now houses El Escorial Calder’s Horizontal and has steel beams and pipes on 

its outside, while his more recent projects include the tallest, “pointiest” building in West Florida. For 10 points, 

name this architect of le Centre Pompidou and the Shard, who established “friendship, limits, and navigation” 

between Spain and the United States. 

ANSWER: Treaty of San Lorenzo Piano 

 

58. One character in this film is described as the kind of girl for whom “the ringing of a phone dropped 

exactly nothing,” and her self-absorbed nature is emphasized when she becomes furious with one protagonist 

for stealing the show during a performance of “The Sign.” Another character in this film is jealous of “three 

and a half” year old (*) Sharon Lipshutz and is rebuked for her treatment of a dog, and she auditions for the Barden 

Bellas using the song “Cups.” At the end of this film, after winning the national a cappella competition and returning 

to his hotel room, the protagonist shoots himself in the head. For 10 points, name this film starring Anna Kendrick 

about Sibyl Carpenter and Seymour Glass, directed by J.D. Salinger. 

ANSWER: A Pitch Perfect Day for Bananafish 

 

59. One woman in this section of a larger work claims that she has never had servants who weren’t devils, and 

chooses to become 27 instead of 77. Another character in this gram-negative section protests that her father 

will be upset upon looking down from heaven to see her giving the carbon urea breath test to his murderer, to 

which she gets the reply that her father would be upset at it being called a murder, since he had a higher risk 



of developing inflammation of the (*) pyloric antrum, but experienced only dyspepsia. The main role in this act, 

who converses with a former lover and a statue, is meant to be played by the same actor who plays Jack Tanner, 

while the role of Doña Ana is meant to be played by the actress of Robin Warren. For 10 points, name this third act 

of Shaw’s Man and Superman which can cause gastritis or peptic ulcers. 

ANSWER: “Don Juan in Helicobacter Pylori 

 

60. In one scene from this poem, characters pour libations to Sthenelus in an attempt to locate a tan Sierra. 

The protagonist’s husband is proud that his depiction of Phineus being rescued from harpies will be put on a 

stamp, and another character tries plow the Plain of Ares in order to hide a fraudulent GMAC loan that he 

paid for using nonexistent (*) cars. In book 3 of this poem, Athena asks Hera to do all the talking to a pair of 

prostitutes because she’s conscious about her role as a virgin goddess, and the two are told that a man they’re 

looking for is uncircumcised and “kinda funny looking.” While driving by the clashing rocks, the protagonist 

discovers Medea feeding her half-brother Apsyrtus into a wood-chipper. For 10 points, name this epic poem written 

by Apollonius of Rhodes about Marge Gunderson’s attempts to retrieve the Golden Fleece. 

ANSWER: The Fargonautica 

 

61. In one scene, this character calls someone “Kamal … no, Buggins —“ before being interrupted with, “It’s 

Cadwallader!” After the police raid the brothel where she is staying, this character is forced to flee to Shell 

Cottage, and she goes on the run again after Zulema commits suicide, leaving the home of Zulema’s husband, 

(*) Riad Hilabi. While fans expected this character to end up with Huberto Longbottom, it was revealed that she 

eventually marries Rolf. This character can see Thestrals because she watched her mother Consuelo die while eating 

a chicken bone, leaving her to survive in an unnamed South American country alone with her father Xenophilius. 

For 10 points, name this offbeat Ravenclaw and reader of the Quibbler who titles a novel by Isabel Allende. 

ANSWER: Eva Luna Lovegood [here’s a fun bonus: their respective men actually ARE both named Rolf] 

 

62. One character in this musical hexes a house by leaving knots of twine in it, leading Crutchie to be beaten 

and taken to Warden Snyder’s “refuge.” Another character in this musical dreams of moving to Santa Fe but 

is forced to pick up his daughters Bunny and Sunshine from the pornographer his wife had sold them to. A 

Deux Ex Machina at the end of this show, which takes inspiration from (*) The Ashley Book of Knots, has 

Teddy Roosevelt swoop in after being sent for by the protagonist and Katherine Prowse, bringing the drowned Jack 

Buggit back to life. That protagonist, a correspondent for The Gammy Bird, leads a strike against Joseph Pulitzer 

after the death of his parents and wife bring him to return to his ancestral Canadian home. For 10 points, name this 

musical in which Quoyle moves to Newfoundland to sell papers, by Annie Proulx. 

ANSWER: The Shipping Newsies 

 

63. Taking its name from a line of Rupert Brooke’s Tiare Tahiti, this novel ends with the line “I know myself, 

but everybody’s looking for something.” Its protagonist is told that he’s more of a “personage” than a 

“personality,” meaning that he wants to abuse you rather than be abused. The death of Dick Humbird sobers 

this protagonist, who is told to “keep your head up, moving on” by (*) Isabelle Borgé; their relationship does not 

last, however, and he falls in love with the sister of his friend Alec, Rosalind Connage, but after she chooses to 

marry a wealthier man, he falls into a drunken haze and travels the world and the seven seas, looking for something. 

This novel written to impress Zelda Sayre responds to its title with “Who am I to disagree?” For 10 points, name this 

semi-autobiographical novel about Princeton student Amory Blaine, by Eurythmics. 

ANSWER: Sweet Dreams are Made of This Side of Paradise 

 

64. The titular group of this song claims to have “no lead in our zeppelin,” being instead carried by the pallor 

of girls’ brows. In another part of this song, the “shrill, demented choirs of wailing shells” and “bugles calling 

for them from sad shires” play behind the lines “Booty move the weight like she owns the block / where I 

drank I gots to know.” The music video for this song shows a man in an Atlanta Braves cap running from a 

mob of zombie-like dancers, who hold candles in their eyes rather than their hands to shine the (*) holy 

glimmers of goodbyes. Redfoo and SkyBlu ring passing-bells for those who die as cattle in this song while a low 

voice sings, “Every day I’m shuffling in the trenches of the Somme.” For 10 points, name this song that orders that 

“everybody just have a good good good time” despite the fact that they’re being killed senselessly in WWI, a 

collaboration between LMFAO and Wilfred Owen. 

ANSWER: “Party Rock Anthem for Doomed Youth” 

 



65. In a film from this franchise, the protagonist says, “You know, hope is a mistake. If you can’t follow every 

molecule in its course, you’ll, uh …. you’ll go insane.” That protagonist calls himself “the one who runs from 

both the living and Landauer’s principle” before catching and eating a live Slizard engine. In another film 

from this franchise, Johnny is forced to saw through either a pair of handcuffs or his ankle to escape a 

makeshift car bomb, and the death of the protagonist’s wife Jessie and infant son Charles Bennett cause him 

to go insane. In a recent film from this franchise, a man who discovers the words “WE ARE NOT (*) 

THERMODYNAMICS” written on the wall warns people not to get addicted to water and leads the War Boys into 

battle. That 2015 film from this franchise stars Tom Hardy and Charlize Theron, who sort hot fast molecules into 

one chamber and slow ones into the other. For 10 points, name this film franchise set in a post-apocalyptic 

wasteland about a hypothetical decrease in entropy. 

ANSWER: Mad Maxwell’s Demon 

 

66. The protagonist of this work thinks that he is an instrument of God, which he shows by removing the 

claws of a stuffed armadillo that used to make it talk. That protagonist has his six string in hock, and he dates 

the protagonist’s much older sister, a girl who works at the diner all day named Hester. The protagonist’s 

father in this work thinks that his child was created through immaculate conception, since he and the 

protagonist’s mother never had each other, and that’s a lot for love. The protagonist of this novel used to (*) 

work on the dock, but after his union goes on strike, he goes to Vietnam and saves several children from being killed 

by Tommy’s bomb. For 10 points, name this novel narrated by John Wheelwright about the titular New Hampshire 

boy, by Jon Bon Jovi Irving. 

ANSWER: Living on a Prayer for Owen Meany 

 

67. In 2014, this actor appeared in the $250 million dollar film McLane Stadium, following appearances in 

Out of the Furnace and American Hustle. In another film, this actor played an introverted doctor with a glass 

eye who plays the drums to let out his frustration over the murder of Patrick Dennehy, and he fires Guy 

Morriss after a disappointing record in 2006. This actor who played Laurie in Little Women and starred in 

Newsies played a pair of identical twin (*) magicians who pull an upset victory over #1 ranked Kansas State in 

2012, and he is perhaps best known for playing quarterback Robert Lee Griffin III in a superhero trilogy directed by 

Christopher Nolan. For 10 points, name this actor who, in addition to starring in films like The Dark Knight, is a 

university in Waco whose mascot is the Bears. 

ANSWER: Christian Baylor 

 

68. One song from this album opens with a sample from Pastor T.L. Barrett, who repeats the phrase “plata o 

plomo,” or “silver or lead.” That song from this album repeats the refrain “I want to be liberated,” 

referencing an attack by M-19 that burnt files on Los Extraditables. In another song from this album whose 

first track is “Padre stretch my hands,” Chance the Rapper tells the singer “When (*) Los Pepes come for you, 

I will shield your name,” referring to the hunt for this album’s central figure after his escape from La Catedral. This 

album, which contains tracks like “Ultralight Beam” and “Wolves,” was launched exclusively for Tidal, and some of 

its profits were used to construct soccer fields in Medellin. For 10 points, name this album by Kanye West about a 

notorious Colombian drug lord. 

ANSWER: The Life of Pablo Escobar 

 

69. Karl Marx wrote that attempts to repeal this set of laws promised “not only a Big Loaf (which was to be 

doubled in size” but also the funding of the Choo Choo Shoe. Richard Cobden fought against this piece of 

legislation, which he said created a “mecca of love,” and warned that people supporting it would be covered 

in splinters. Cobden’s protests were met with numerous response of “We’re on a bridge, Richard,” and these 

laws were eventually (*) repealed by the first Liopleurodon to serve in Parliament. The repeal of these laws caused 

the lowering of grain prices, after which the British public awoke to find that their kidneys had been stolen. For 10 

points, name this set of legislation restricting tariffs on the titular good exported from Candy Mountain. 

ANSWER: Charlie the Unicorn laws 

 

71. Rolling Stone called the video for this song “perfect insanity,” praising the depiction of the abusive Ed, 

whose ex-girlfriend defends him by claiming that his abuse was how he showed the title concept. Several 

times in that video for this song, dancing causes people to break through the floor into the apartment below, 

interrupting a conversation between two couples seated around a bottle of gin. In this story, (*) Mel calls for 

another round of shots before talking about the time he met an old couple who had been in a car accident, and how 



the husband’s greatest sadness was that he could not see his wife through his eye-holes. For 10 points, name this 

song by DJ Snake and Lil Jon that titles a short story collection by Raymond Carver. 

ANSWER: “Turn Down for What We Talk About When We Talk About Love” 

 

72. A character in this film is horrified to find out that gelato isn’t vegan, since he believes that he inherited 

his character and powers from his vegan father and his intellect from his mother. This film contains attacks 

on the contemporaries Fichte and Schelling, and Crash and the Boys play a song for them titled “We Hate 

You, Please Die.” Richard Aquila argues that watchers of this film must analyse what the word (*) 

Vorstellung translates to in Canadian, and it shows its directors belief that suicide is not substantially destructive via 

a confrontation between the protagonist and his “nega” version. For 10 points, name this film based on a comic book 

in which the titular protagonist has to fight Ramona Flowers’ seven evil exes in order to transcend egoism and join 

the great Will of the thing-in-itself, directed by Edgar Schopenhauer. 

ANSWER: Scott Pilgrim vs. the World as Will and Representation 

 

73. A character in this show becomes engaged to Prince Louis Grimaldi in Paris, and he gives her a yellow 

headscarf that drapes down over the back of her neck. That character eventually ends up with Chuck Bass, 

who wraps a blue scarf around the top of her head like a turban. The background of this show was originally 

supposed to be a deep enamel green to contrast with the central character’s mustard-yellow dress, but after a 

five-year timeskip showing the wedding of (*) Serena van der Woodsen, the pigments have faded to black. The 

enigmatic central character of this show was speculated to be the servant girl Griet in a novel by Tracy Chevalier 

that was turned into a film starring Scarlett Johannson, but it is eventually revealed that it’s actually Dan Humphrey 

who has been leaving enigmatic notes signed with xoxo. For 10 points, name this CW teen drama based on a panting 

by Vermeer. 

ANSWER: Gossip Girl with a Pearl Earring 

 

74. This work is dedicated to the Archduke Rudolf, who helped settle the subject’s “beef” with Vanilla Ice on 

the Arsenio Hall show. This piece’s Allegro first section opens with a series of fortissimo B flat major chords, 

referencing the composer’s previous work Too Legit to Quit. This piece is considered one of its composers 

hardest for the titular (*) instrument, and its commonly known title comes from its composer’s penchant for using 

German rather than Italian to name his pieces. This work is based off of a theme from the composer’s “Du kannst 

das nicht anfassen.” For 10 points, name this Beethoven piano sonata about the composer of “U Can’t Touch This.” 

ANSWER: M.C. Hammerklavier 

 

75. One song on this album describes a girl who is leaving home after living alone for so many years while 

standing behind a blue Chinese vase with one of her sisters. The sound of a crowing rooster owned by Paul 

Cesar Helleu opens another track on this album, and its cover depicts a twirling woman lifting her white skirt 

next to Aubrey Beardsley and Dylan Thomas. A controversial song on this album was changed after claims 

that a loose shoulder strap was painted under the influence of (*) LSD. The last song on this album opens with 

the narrator reading in the newspaper about the daughters of Edward Darley Boit, who blew his mind out in a car 

and didn’t notice that the red lights had changed; that song is “A Day in the Life of El Jaleo.” For 10 points, name 

this seminal 1967 album by the Beatles about the artist of Madame X. 

ANSWER: John Singer Sargent Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band 

 

76. A baby boy in this movie is turned into a mouse, representing its authors desire to move from “love of 

knowledge” – philosophy – to actual knowledge. A character in this film is fed a dumpling given by a ‘stink 

spirit’ that causes him to vomit up a black slug; the protagonist crushes the seal with her foot, thus freeing 

him from the (*) master-slave dialectic. In this film, the witch Yubaba employs the protagonist after her parents are 

turned into pigs, and the protagonist’s name change to Sen and back represent the thesis-antithesis-synthesis 

dialectic. For 10 points, name this studio Ghibli film about Chihiro, directed by Georg Hegel. 

ANSWER: The Phenomenology of Spirited Away 

 

77. One character in this work reminisces about her childhood, saying that people “did right then” and didn’t 

go around trying to touch butts. One character in this work repeatedly fails to tell a joke about a mollusk, 

and he hides his cat in a basket underneath the car he shares with his forgetful companion. That companion 

notably knows how to read, and she shows him an article in the Atlanta Journal Constitution about a dentist, 

leading them to go to (*) Sydney, Florida. The entrance of the antagonist of this work is announced with three 



“Psycho” scare chords, and he repeatedly shakes the protagonist’s son in a plastic bag before shooting Bailey and 

John Wesley. A character in this work who tells herself to “just keep swimming” tells the antagonist that “you’re 

one of my own children!” after which he kills her. For 10 points, name this Pixar film about a clownfish, based on a 

short story by Flannery O’Connor.   

ANSWER: “A Good Man is Hard to Finding Nemo” 

 

78. A lawyer in this film says “Ma’am, I was already a bloodsucking parasite – all I need is a bench in Central 

Park!” The protagonist of this film gives orders for a sniper to shoot Winnie the Pooh after it’s revealed that 

he had an affair with Tobias, and that protagonist is asked “Are you her little bedbug?” during a cross-

examination section called “Get the Guests.” This film opens with a claim that “according to all known laws 

of aviation,” a (*) delicate balance can’t withstand the intrusion of two family friends. In this movie, an author who 

wrote about Jerry’s suicide in The Zoo Story sues the entire human race for stealing his wife Honey, and has a 

relationship with the florist Vanessa Bloom, voiced by Rene Zellweger. For 10 points, name this film about the 

author of Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?, starring Jerry Seinfeld. 

ANSWER: Edward Albee Movie 

 

79. This character can cause a sudden chill to appear, and she rides a horse named Craven. It is later 

revealed that this character is actually the ghost of a cursed human, who gains an unblinking third eye in her 

Mega form after training at the House of Black and White. This character goes blind after drinking milk and 

learns from the (*) Ecruteak City Gym Leader, the waif. Seeking revenge for her murdered family, this character 

vows to use Hex and Payback on people like Meryn Trant and Cersei Lannister. For 10 points, name this youngest 

daughter of Ned Stark, the final evolution of Gastly. 

ANSWER: Gengarya Stark 

 

80. After a character in this work nearly faints during biology class, she has flashbacks to the death of her 

Confederate grandfather, who was killed while stealing chickens. A character in this work is furious after 

preparing a salad to learn that the protagonist has already eaten, since she resents Joanna Burden’s family 

for being carpetbaggers. The protagonist of this work moves from (*) Phoenix to the cold and rainy Jefferson in 

search of the father of her unborn child, and she is caught in a love triangle between the brooding vampire Joe 

Brown and the devoted werewolf Byron Bunch. For 10 points, name this novel about Isalena Swann-Grove and the 

possible murderer Joe Christmas, by Stephanie Faulkner. 

ANSWER: Twilight in August 

 

81. One member of this family ruled during the First Stadtholderless Period, and quarreled with his sister as 

they tried to retrieve a mammoth bone flute from among Cro-Magnons. Two members of this family work 

with the enchanted dog Teddy to revolt against Spanish rule, and its Royal Coat of Arms displays the phrase 

“Je Maintiendrai,” and several lions surrounding the letter M. Two members of this family went to England 

to inspire King Arthur in his fight against Mordred, and a prince of this family defeated Louis XIV of France 

after marrying his cousin (*) Morgan le Stuart and deposing her father, James II. For 10 points, name this Dutch 

Royal house that frequently used an arborial structure to travel through time and space. 

ANSWER: Magic Tree House of Orange – [or House of Orange-Nassau or House of Nassau] 

 

82. This thinker compared the unity between the body and the soul to marriage, saying “open up and there it 

goes, your body is your wife.” He advised that people who wanna win the game gotta take good aim to end up 

in the heavenly city ruled by love, and this thinker was the first proponent of amillennialism, which says that 

Lizzie and Henry will not actually have thousand-year reigns on the earth. This author of The (*) City of 

Conga published a purple, orange, green, and yellow manuscript where he talked about stealing fruit as a child by 

extending his head forward and pulling them back with his mouth. For 10 points, name this Christian author of the 

Confessions, who fed small white marbles to a “river horse.” 

ANSWER: Augustine of Hungry Hungry Hippos 

 

83. This club made its first successful defense of a knockout club competition by defeating Aston Villa 2-1 in 

2010, but it came under fire for causing the death of an animal described as “fit as a fiddle.” This team held 

responsible for the death of Simon had previously experienced another public relations fiasco when it was 

revealed that Tommy Docherty had had an affair with the team physiotherapist’s wife, which the team 

justified by arguing that the physiotherapist was a “pass” employee who therefore had to meet stricter 



standards of appropriate dress. This team has a rivalry with (*) Leeds that stems from the Wars of the Roses, 

and it was involved in the death of a giant rabbit in the 1958 Munich air disaster. More recently, this team’s manger 

Jose Mourinho was lambasted for his insensitive response to the violent removal of a Vietnamese doctor from an 

overbooked flight. For 10 points, name this British soccer club nicknamed the Red Devils which also operates a 

major American airline. 

ANSWER: Manchester United Airlines 

 

84. The protagonist of this play endorsed a carbon tax as “the most efficient means of reflecting the cost of 

carbon,” although the New York Times has suggested that this was just a ploy to avoid cap-and-plague 

legislation. The protagonist’s wife in this play comforts him that prophets aren’t always true, since rumors 

that John Bolton would fill this man’s role never came to fruit. The protagonist of this play promises to 

counteract Corinthian aggression with military action, if necessary, and critics mock him for being “tired” 

after he refuses to meet with (*) Tiresias. This play ends with the maxim that no man should be considered 

fortunate until he is dead, since even a multi-millionaire diplomat can be investigated for breaking sanctions against 

Russia. For 10 points, name this first play in Sophocles’ Texan trilogy, about a Secretary of State who ends up 

killing his father and marrying his mother.  

ANSWER: Oedipus Rex Tillerson 

 

85. Some fans were crushed over revelations that one character in this work has a girlfriend named Emily, 

since they didn’t want to think that The Comedian’s daughter was a lesbian. A character in this work says to 

“never accept the world as it appears to be,” but to bury the notion of the ordinary person. One joke in this 

work is about the depressed clown Pagliacci, who travels between Ilios, Dorado, and Nepal filling roles like 

Defense, Tank, and Support. The “badass creed” in this game suggests that the world is “a clock without a 

craftsman,” and one character in this graphic novel responds to (*) Gabriel Reyes’ betrayal by saying that “all 

the whores and politicians will look up and shout, SAVE US! And I’ll look down and whisper, “Move the payload!” 

That character, originally named Jon Osterman, is turned into a powerful blue being after the Omnic Crisis led to the 

creation of the namesake elite combat group. For 10 points, name this comic co-produced by Blizzard Entertainment 

and Alan Moore. 

ANSWER: Overwatchmen 

 

86. This ruler supposedly was brought to the king’s attention as a child when he ordered a nobleman’s son 

beaten for refusing to obey his commands, to which he replied, “Nobody’s perfect, you live and you learn it.” 

A cylinder named for this ruler denounces Nabonidus’s banquets, saying, “It’s definitely not a Nashville 

party, because all I see are stilettos.” This ruler (*)T nodded his head like yeah and moved his hips like yeah as 

he revolted against Astyages, and during the Battle of Thymbra, he came in like a wrecking ball behind a troop of 

camels, defeating Croesus. For 10 points, name this ruler of the Achaemenid Empire succeeded by Cambyses II, 

whose accomplishments include the songs “We Can’t Stop” and “Party in the USA.” 

ANSWER: Miley Cyrus the Great 

 

87. One character in this work discusses his self-imposed celibacy, saying that he began it in an attempt to 

avoid AIDS; while it’s initially only implied that he’s gay due to his strained relationship with his wife and his 

delicate, feminine hands, he later creates a video for the It Gets Better Project where he describes trying to 

commit suicide at the age of 17 after being found with a prostitute. In a variant cover by Phil Jimenez, the 

protagonist wears the Iron Man armor to foil an attack against the hospital ward. This work’s protagonist is 

an outspoken opponent of using fur in (*) fashion, and convinces the other members of the ward to turn to playing 

cards instead. At the end of this novel, Chief Bromden tells the protagonist to “Make it work” before euthanizing 

him with a pillow. For 10 points, name this Ken Kesey novel about a mentor on Project Runway. 

ANSWER: Tim Gunn Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest 

 

89. This work critiques the Lockean state of nature, pointing out that it’s exhausting to be constantly on call 

as “Heroes of unwritten story.” It draws on Kant to argue against “utilitarianism of rights,” since each 

“GOD, AND KING, AND LAW!” is an end in itself, and claims “Marxian exploitation is the exploitation of 

people’s lack of understanding of the visions of poesy. This poem, which claims we wouldn’t want to plug 

ourselves into a “Tyranny (*) Machine,” argues against redistributive justice with the example of Wilt 

Chamberlain, who appears as a disguise worn by Hypocrisy and whose teammate Lord Eldon appears as the 

costume of Fraud. The last line of this poem reads “We are many, ye are monarchist libertarians,” in an argument for 



nonviolent protest. For 10 points, name this work by Robert Nozick written in response to John Rawls’ perpetration 

of the Peterloo Massacre, a collaboration with Percy Shelley. 

ANSWER: The Masque of Anarchy, State, and Utopia 

 

90. The protagonist of this novel is jailed for receiving a stolen cranial nerve, although he claims that his 

friend stole it and never told him. Most of this novel is written as a set of letters to the protagonist’s daughter, 

inspired by his wife, who has emigrated to the autonomic nervous system. The protagonist’s mother, Dorsal 

Quinn, runs a (*) “shebeen” and takes on several lovers, including the bushranger Harry Power. After a group of 

criminals in this novel are cornered by a cluster of dozens of dendrites in Glenrowan, they take the schoolteacher 

Thomas Curnow prisoner. The last section of this book is narrated by “S.C.,” or “somatic cells.” The title group 

journeys through the plexus of Victoria, and attacks a group of policemen near Melbourne. For 10 points, name this 

Booker-Prize winning novel about an outlaw Australian nerve cell cluster, by Peter Carey. 

ANSWER: True History of the Kelly Ganglion 

 

91. After a long blackout in this song’s music video, camcorder video shows its director and film crew being 

sued by StarStrukk productions. After a taxidermist tells him about a life-changing mouthful of mulberries, 

the protagonist of this song says “Oh fuck man, I can’t fucking do it, shit!” but doesn’t give up trying to find 

someone to throw dirt on him after he commits suicide. A character in this work meets a giant fish while 

blacked out in the sewer and hits on Deborah while on a bus, but is arrested for (*) fraud after Mr. Ahankhah 

realizes that he didn’t actually turn into either a jet due to seeing a magazine cover of a man with darker hair. In this 

song, Andy Samberg repeats the title phrase while stating his typical day involves “crying deeply” and 

impersonating Mohsen Makhmalbaf. For 10 points, name this song about the Iranian director of Close-Up and Taste 

of Cherry, by the Lonely Island. 

ANSWER: “Like Abbas Kiarostami” 

 

92. One character in this collection claimed “he was the only Luciferian who saw Jimi Hendrix play The Star 

Spangled Banner at Waldport. A short story in this collection is titled for the belief that “Jesus Christ’s Half-

Brother is Alive and Well” and living on the Next Level with Bo and Peep. In a story in this collection, people 

buy “alien abduction insurance” to prepare for the trial of Thomas Build-the-Fire. The story “This is what it 

means to say San Diego, California” in this collection was later turned into the screenplay for (*) Smoke 

Signals. In its title story, Marshall Applewhite reflects on his time living with a white woman off the reservation 

using characters from a 1930s radio show about the Hale-Bopp comet. For 10 points, name this collection of short 

stories about a mass suicide by a millenarian UFO cult, by Sherman Alexie. 

ANSWER: The Lone Ranger and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven's Gate 

 

93. This work, dedicated to Oscar Wilde, controversially restated announcements made to the UN in 1967 

and 1969 about how one person rarely has good visual taste and good taste in people and in ideas, and got 

around it by simply reiterating support for Goldberg and Yost’s statements without actually [NOTE: DO 

EXAGGERATED AIR QUOTES HERE] “stating” them. This work calls for a written “land for (*) peace” 

agreement as exemplified by Zuleika Dobson or “the Cuban pop singer La Lupe.” One document produced in this 

essay was rejected by the UN General assembly, since Pakistan had not been consulted on its “spirit of 

extravagance” and mixture of the exaggerated and the fantastic. This essay argues that its title location is “good 

because it’s awful,” and describes the “certain mode of aestheticism” displayed by Carter, Begin, and Sadat. For 10 

points, name this essay about a Presidential retreat, by Susan Sontag.  

ANSWER: “Notes on ‘Camp’ David” 

 

94. In season 2 of this show, street-dancer George Sampson drew acclaim for his instructional performance 

based on incidental music to an Aphra Behn work. One person on this show cried “No! Not for a wildcard!” 

when it was suggested a woman might marry him. This show was originally filmed at The Fountain Studios in 

Aldeburg, and its theme music was adapted from Amanda Holden’s book The Borough. The “Golden 

Buzzer” on this show plays a variation on the second movement (*) Rondeau of Purcell’s Abdelazer suite. A 

singer became famous on this show for her performance of Fantine’s song of several Wilfred Owen poems; that 

rendition of the War Requiem shocked a skeptical Simon Cowell into amazement and launched Susan Pears’ career. 

For 10 points, name this UK talent competition whose first winner composed Peter Grimes and the Young Person’s 

Guide to the Orchestra. 

ANSWER: Benjamin Britten’s Got Talent 



 

95. Two characters in this play argue about if they’re “actually talking about” cutting Medicare for “people 

who don’t need it,” or if they’re “just ‘talking’ about it.” Act I of this play consists of three separate scenes 

that all take place at the same time in different booths in a restaurant, as different characters repeat, “Let me 

finish.” Prizes for a competition in this play include a (*) set of steak knives and a “giant sucking sound”; third 

place gets fired. While berating Williamson for lying about Vietnam veteran Admiral James Lingk’s check, Shelley 

Levene accidentally reveals that he broken into several “electronic town halls” to steal the leads from George H.W. 

Bush. For 10 points, name this play about the Floridian real-estate magnate who ran as a third-party Presidential 

candidate in 1992 and 1996, by David Mamet. 

ANSWER: Glengarry Glen Ross Perot 

 

96. A work about this man’s life begin with the strings in A minor and a man saying “Open are the double 

doors to Anglo-Saxon ultraliberalism.” A hymn attributed to this person imagines how addressee is the 

creator of Juppe in woman and the seed in man. In a work about this man, Narrator re-appears as a tourist 

guide who says “There is nothing left of this glorious city of the Clearstream Affair.” The epilogue of that 

work features the re-introduction of a bass line that also appears in the beginning of the (*) “portrait” trilogy. 

Thutmose sculpted a bust of this man’s wife, who was succeeded in her position of first lady by Carla Brunei. This 

father of Tutankhamen was almost assassinated by Maxime Brunerie after defeating FN’s Jean-Marie Le Pen. For 

10 points, name this President of France from 1995-2007 who tried to center his country’s religion around a single 

aspect of Ra. 

ANSWER: Jacques Chirakhenaten 

 

97. This book was inaugurated on a man-made mountain on the Champ de Mars, and it contains a 

‘destructuring’ of Cartesian metaphysics. An inscription on the Cathedral of Clermont-Ferrand quotes this 

work, claiming that the “possible ranks higher than the actual.” The man who founded the central religion of 

this work often quoted Voltaire, saying “If God did not exist, he must have something to say.” This deist work 

dedicated to (*) Edmund Husserl “in friendship and admiration” emphasized civic virtue and the immortality of the 

soul, and it challenged the Cult of Dasein championed by Jacques Hebert. For 10 points, name this existential work 

by Heidegger about Robespierre’s intended state religion for the new Republic. 

ANSWER: Cult of the Supreme Being and Time 

 

98. In a film from this series in which “The Cooker” comes to life and wants to go to Earth, the obsessive eater 

Norman Bombardini almost misses a rocket because he forgot to grab crackers. In another work, the 

depressed person cries “Not even Wensleydale?” after a woman tells her she hates everything in Enrique’s 

House of Cheese. A WANTED poster in this series appears to depict a (*) Perdue Wonder Chicken. In one film 

in this series, F & V switchboard operator Lenore’s Techno Trousers are used to steal a diamond. In that work, the 

two eponymous protagonists of this series realize that their boarder is actually a criminal penguin looking for an 

addictive film by James O. Incandenza. For 10 points, name this comedy series about a cheese-loving inventor and 

his dog, which includes versions of The Broom of the System and Infinite Jest done in Claymation. 

ANSWER: David Foster Wallace and Gromit 

 

99. One character in this work argues that his being in prison is a condition, while his conviction for selling 

wine to the Wehrmacht is a cause, to illustrate the difference between the two. A character in this work 

compares a certain concept to the harmony of a lyre, causing critics to accuse him of “scraping the dustbin.” 

One person in this work uses “thick impastoes” of mud, coal dust, and tar to depict how all things generated 

from (*) opposites. A statue in this work of “Snoopy in a blender” is an attempt to create art from Aesop’s fable 

Hourloupe. In this dialogue’s frame story, Echecrates and Xantippe ask the eponymous figure about a conversation 

in which Cebes and Siminias asked a condemned philosopher about the importance of art done by non-professionals 

outside of aesthetic norms. For 10 points, name this Platonic dialogue in which the French artist who coined “Art 

Brut” witnesses Socrates’ death by hemlock. 

ANSWER: Jean Dubuffaedo  

 

100. In one scene from this film, a character is rescued from a “heap of broken domeheads, where the sun 

beats.” In one song from this film, Diana Ross sings that “London Bridge is falling down falling down falling 

down”; that song is “If We Hold on Together.” In this film’s section “What the Thunder Said,” the 

protagonist is consoled by an old (*) “Clubtail” named Rooter. That protagonist sees “lilacs out of the dead land, 



mixing,” when he arrives at the Great Valley. This film begins with the Sibyl of Cera saying “I want to die,” and 

closes with Ducky, Spike, and Petrie chanting “Shantih Shantih Shantih” as they run from Sharptooth. For 10 points, 

name this epic poetry series by T.S. Bluth in which the death of the Apatosaurus Littlefoot’s mother causes him to 

cry, “April is the cruellest month.” 

ANSWER: The Waste Land Before Time 

 

101. In one work, this character thinks of an “un-rediscovered, unrenamable” place, where she’d “stroll[ed] 

around the grounds until [she] felt at home.” This character tells herself that “Pity should begin at home” 

while reflecting that no one ever goes into the pantry with her cupcakes. A poem describes this character 

trying to hide her “little secret” from the local museum, which has asked her to leave them her flute, her 

knife, and her shedding goatskin trousers; that poem is titled for this character “in (*) England.” This woman 

is told that “Heaven holds a place for those who pray” after being shipwrecked, and remembers “Joltin’ Joe” 

DiMaggio’s death from measles “seventeen years ago come March.” A song about this woman discovering her 

companion’s footprints in the sand appears in the film The Graduate. For 10 points, name this woman who meets 

Friday while stranded on a desert island in an eponymous novel by Defoe and Garfunkel. 

ANSWER: Mrs. Robinson Crusoe 

 

 

UNUSED ANSWERLINES: 

A Rumi With a View 

Evita Sackville-West 

Capital in the 21st Century of National Humiliation 

Robespierre Menard, Author of the Quixote 

Samuel Chasing Amy 

Midnight in the Garden State of Good and Evil 

Mrs. Dalloway of the World 

Suite Bergamesque Life of Zack and Cody (hm) 

The Hangoverture 

The Theatre and its Double Indemnity 

John Coltranespotting 

The Theory of Everything That Rises Must Converge 

A Jacob’s Room of One’s Own 

Heat and Dustin Hoffman 

Ethan Allen Tate 

Warren Bergers of Calais 

The Serengettysburg 

Horus Mann 

Harold Pinterest 

“Theses on the Philosophy of the Secret History” 

 “Structure, Sign, and Playboy” 

One-Dimensional Mannerheim Line 

Metternick Carroway 

Swampman of Steel 

95 Theses on Feuerbach 

Battle of Bull Running of the Bulls 

Waiting for the Barbarians at the Gate 

Mr. Karl Popper’s Penguins 

The Wilmot Proviso scene 

Mrs. Robinson Crusoe (including foe and crusoe in England) 

Common Sense and Sensibility 

James Fenimore Cooper Union 

The Golden Notebooks of Malte Laurids Brigge 

Meghan Trainer Maria Rilke 

Six Memos for the Next Millennium Falcon 

William Rosecrans and Guildenstern are Dead 

Abraham Lincoln Steffens 



Cutthroat Kitchen Cabinet 

Elizabeth Bennett and Mrs. Brown 

Ernest Gainsborough 

Martin Heidegger’s Experiment 

 

 

 


